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MAGIC SPACE

Children love dreaming and learning about topics that excite them. Speaking about

Universe is one of these topics, for sure. They have been working on a variety of "Space"

projects. Spying on classes, we spotted some awesome solar system models, rockets,
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spaceships, satellites and many more…

All children from Y1 classes took their Space experience to another level when visited the

Cosmo exhibition and checked the human journey of space discovery. 

MORE from SPACE PROJECTS
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WE SPY: What can we find in Universe?

Fleur (HP Llamas): Stars, unicorns, horses with rainbow…

Maggie (KOL Giraffes): Our planet.

Adamko (SM Hedgehogs): Rocket

Sophie (HP Penguins): Stars, sky and UFO!

Noah (HP Flamingos): Many things, for example the moon, Earth, Jupiter.

Mark (KOL Kiwis): It is space. And space never ends.

Samko (MD Dragonflies): Stars, planets, Moon, Sun, space: everything! Oh, and I

know more: Robots!

Maťko (MD Dragonflies): Meteorite!

Teo (SM Foxes): Planets, starts, galaxies, Earth, Aliens…Do you know that we can

live on Mars?

Lili (SM Pandas): I forgot what is a Universe. Aaaaa, space…. You can find there

planets.

EARTH SECRETS

In November, we focused also on Earth secrets and so the children visited the Slovak

National Museum. Everyone loved it! They could find out more about our history, see many

prehistoric animals, and even watch a video about the life on the Planet Earth!





LIFE OF OUR GRANDPARENTS 

When talking about history, children and teachers blew the dust off the things in attic. They

explored various things we are not using anymore. Instead of coffee machine they checked

an old coffee grinder, exchanged smartphone for landline phone and instead of youtube 

used vinyl records. A piece of recent history came alive.



TEACHERS INQUIRY: 

What did you like to play with when being a child?

Jarka (SM): I loved to play with wooden farm set, loved all the animals, especially chickens.

Carmen (SM): I loved to play with barbies. I could play with them for hours ����

Miška P (KOL): I liked playing in the mud kitchen, which my brother and I built ourselves.

Liliia (KOL): When I was a child, I used to play with a soft toy - monkey Bianka.

Simonka B (HP): I liked to play with trucks and cars made by my dad! We were racing with my

neighbours and were constructing even by ourselves.

Evka (HP): I liked to build houses from Lego or play with a wooden doll house made by my dad.

Veronika F (MD): I was a “wild child”, always outside, making soup in meadow from grass and

flowers I found �����

There also has been something special  about this week – our beloved Grandmas and

Grandpas came to visit us to share their best memories from their childhood. THANK YOU!

Children loved it!





WHAT ELSE WE LEARNED ABOUT...

At  the  end  of  November,  we  had  a  special  week  when  each  class  could  focus  on

something completely different and working on their own individual projects. Fantasy and

creativity were all over the place with amazing outcomes of everyone’s work, either it was

the play, trip or exhibition of own work… well done everyone!



EVERYDAY LIFE 

MORE from FREE TOPICS
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Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check

the activities we´ve been working on.

LATEST NEWS

In November, all our Y1 parents had an opportunity

to  join  the  Year  1  PARENTS  MEETING  about

forthcoming  school  enrolment  period.  At  this

occasion, we have welcomed also CIS colleagues to

update most recent and important information about

our school and admission process. 

As CHRISTMAS is approaching, we all have started

with  proper  PREPARATIONS  to  be  ready  for  our

Christmas  performance.  Props,  costumes  and

practice kept us busy. 

OUR ART GALLERY
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In  connection to  Christmas show preparations,  we

also visited a real RECORDING STUDIO  to  make

some proper recordings for our story.  

Last November week at Cambridge was full of PBL

(project-based learning) fun. By this chance, some

children  in  Horsky  Park  took  their  TRAFFIC

WORKSHOPS  prepared  by  Mr  Masoud  and

his  students  in  school  hall.  We  enjoyed  it  really

much!

In  November  we  have  welcomed  first  truly

Funiversity child. Ms Katka and Mr Jakub have their

first  child,  Emil.  Let  us  share  our  best

congratulations wishing them all the best.

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL



Cambridge school opened

its gates to parents during

OPEN HOUSE DAY when

all the visitors could check

real "school like"

atmosphere.  

If you want to find out more

about our school, check

www.cambridgeschool.eu.
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